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Catherine Austin Fitts: Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to The Solari
Report, and welcome, Dr. Joseph P. Farrell. It’s always a pleasure.
We had a great conversation earlier, and I’m looking forward to this one. This
one has plenty of the ‘juicier parts’ this time around.
I want to remind everybody that in your commentary is a link to the web
presentation, and we build it as we go. So, the News Trends & Stories section is
quite complete, and you will find the stories for Part I, and now Part II.
We’ve done something special this time. We have integrated the Unanswered
Questions into our discussion of the stories, so you will find them in Part I
and Part II, and then Take Action. Today we do Culture, Science &
Technology, Space, and Food & Health. Then we go into Take Action and
Inspiration.
Joseph, we had a great conversation last week. Do you have any other thoughts
before we dive in?
Dr. Joseph Farrell: Let’s dive in.
Fitts: You told us long ago – and I didn’t understand what you meant when
you first said it, but not only do I understand it, but I think it’s one of the most
brilliant insights that anybody ever taught me – that we have to save the culture.
“Don’t worry about the government; save the culture.”
Culture.
Story #11: Pushback Moves to Rejuvenate Culture.
Is the army ever lining up on your side to rejuvenate the culture! It’s a thing of
beauty. I’ve never seen anything like it. I think that this is one of the most
positive things going on right now.
Suddenly, this army of great people has reared up and decided to leave the
‘middle of the road’. They’ve chosen sides, and they are ready to fight for
human civilization. It’s beautiful.

Farrell: I think of Eric Clapton who took the vaccine and then had difficulty
playing the guitar. So, he wrote a special song about all of it. That’s the kind of
pushback that I am very encouraged to see happening.
Fitts: And for a celebrity of his status to do it is a courageous thing to do. We
are watching many brave people. I made a list of all the different whistleblowers
and all the different heroes, and we will get to it when we get to Inspiration.
They understand that without law, without science, without medicine, there is
nothing. So, you might as well ‘go to the wall’ on this one because if there is no
such thing as truth or facts, what is there?
Farrell: Absolutely. We are dealing with a cultural war right now.
I was listening to an old talk by Archbishop Fulton Sheen earlier. It was about
what he thought the situation would ‘boil down’ to. He basically said that it
would be a contest between absolutes; between those who believe in some sort
of transcendence or God or the divine or whatever you wish and those who
don’t. It was rather breathtaking. That is what I think we are in.
Culture is what gives value to survival. Mr. ‘Globaloney’ wants this world where
we are, all chattel and automata, to be controlled and orchestrated and regulated
and manipulated and so on. That is an inhuman world, and it won’t work for
that reason. It’s a world where you survive, but there is really no value in
surviving.
Fitts: It’s the ‘nothing’. I love the Neverending Story; it’s the ‘Nothing’
creeping through the universe and sucking out all the meaning.
I had as my first Unanswered Question in this section, ‘The War on the
Divine’, which has been the number one story at different times over the last
two years, but there really is a war against the divine, and it is serious.
Question #13: The War on the Divine: Who is burning the churches and
why? Why is there an attack on Christianity and Christ in many parts of
the world? Should we be concerned that the depopulation efforts are
focused on Christians? Does this explain the real targeting of

communities with a high percentage of Christians? Does this explain the
effort to shut down and bankrupt churches or get them financially
dependent on the government? Are the COVID-19 injections an effort to
remove the ‘God particle’?
Farrell: It’s very serious, and it’s part of Mr. ‘Globaloney’s’ cosmology. He
has a cosmology of the ‘Nothing’; it’s a cosmology of nihilism and antihumanity.
Fitts: For some reason, the churches appear to be in his way, so he wants to
destroy them.
Farrell: Yes, and he is doing it very cleverly. I’ve said over and over again that
all institutions, especially the churches, are coopted. One way to get rid of them
is to change them into something that they’re not. They’ve been very successful
at that.
Given your questions, I do think there is a real war on religion, particularly on
Christianity. People have to understand that this civilization was founded on it.
So, if you want to bring in a new civilization, you have to get rid of it. It’s
basically that simple.
Fitts: How does the depopulation effort sort out vis-à-vis the Christians?
Farrell: If I were Mr. ‘Globaloney’, I would look at the world and see that
there are two huge, very different religious cultures standing in his way:
Christianity and Islam. For whatever faults both may have exhibited through
their history, they both have a transcendent component to them that simply
cannot be gotten rid of. It informs their morality, and it informs their
civilization. So, they have to get rid of it.
Fitts: Islam is a particular problem because they are against interest.
Christianity is against usury, but they will permit some. Islam is a huge problem.
Farrell: Right, so they have to get rid of it. I think what they are trying to do –
at least the way it looks to me – is trying for years to ‘gin up’ those old
animosities and get their warring against each other. They’ve been very

successful at it.
Given how Mr. ‘Globaloney’ handled the churches during the COVID business
– shutting them down – that is an indicator of what they are.
Fitts: I’m astonished they let him do it.
Farrell: I’m not. You have to remember that these churches are coopted.
Interestingly enough, some clergy – at least in the Orthodox Church – actually
wrote a letter of repentance and apology for going along with the shutdown of
their churches.
Fitts: Good for them!
Farrell: They said, “We’re not letting this happen again.”
A friend of mine told me about a Lutheran Church that he attended where they
live; the church met in the basement and locked the doors to keep everybody
else out. I suspect that you are going to see more and more of that.
Fitts: My favorite one was the group that held service outside. The police
came and said, “This is illegal. You have to leave.”
They said, “Oh, it’s a worship protest.” So, the police had to leave and let them
be because they were protesting.
Farrell: I think you are going to get pushback like that. I think that much of it
will come out of people involved in the arts.
Fitts: I agree. I don’t know if you saw this – it came in from France. There
were police marching down the street who were dressed like SWAT/New
World Order. A man with his trumpet started playing the theme song from the
Stormtroopers landing in The Empire Strikes Back, and it’s hysterical. It
‘cracks’ everybody up, and they are all laughing hysterically. It’s great because it
breaks the fear; it makes it out to be a joke.
I’ve seen so many people come out of the ‘middle of the road’. They are ready

to fight for their culture. They see this, and they understand this.
Part of the problem when they were in the ‘middle of the road’ is they didn’t
want to believe how bad it was. If someone like you or me tried to warn them
about how bad it was, they wouldn’t believe it. Part of it was they felt,
“Whatever they do in their little crazy ceremonies, they leave us alone, so we’ll
be left alone.”
They can’t imagine that they don’t need the middle class anymore.
Farrell: I think that’s part of it, but I also think that part of it is that people
are waking up to the fact that their culture is under attack. In other words, what
is under attack is that thing that gives value to survival.
You see this in these Australian protests because there have been draconian
lockdowns, and people are just tired of living in an inhuman fashion-more
power to them.
Fitts: There is a wonderful cartoonist, Bob Moran, who just got ‘booted’ by
The Telegraph. I sent him a message to see if I could license one of his comics,
which I want to send to you. It’s so fabulous.
He has a picture of a little old lady and little old man sitting on a hill holding
hands, looking out over their farm. Underneath it, it says, “Never surrender
your right to be with the people you love.”
The person who sent it to me said that it’s the most censored cartoon on
Twitter.
Farrell: I can believe it.
Fitts: You haven’t heard what we did. We have a wonderful team member
who runs our Cash Friday campaign. She thinks that we should be on social
media. I keep saying, “Twitter is a complete waste of time.” I canceled my
Twitter channel.
She started a new Twitter account for Cash Friday, so we are on there. We got

censored twice with warnings last week. I said, “I’m telling you: Just shut it
down.”
She said, “No, I still want to do the Cash Friday.”
I said, “From now on, we are only going to do animal videos like cat and dog
videos.”
I love cat and dog videos; I’m a fan. So, she’s been putting up these great animal
and cat videos. She says, “On Twitter, we only put our favorite dog and cat
videos. If you want our real opinions, go to Gab.”
She keeps saying this, and then she’ll put up an adorable cat or dog video. It’s so
funny. The last one was somebody had a massage machine, and they were
massaging their cat’s head. She says, “Cat massages for Twitter. Real news on
Gab.”
Farrell: Good for her! It’s things like that that we need to be doing.
Fitts: Exactly! It’s fun!
Farrell: I go back to that poem by John Dunn, “The devil is a proud spirit
and cannot bear to be mocked.”
Fitts: It’s true. That’s when we used to get real progress, and we would laugh.
I know that all this ‘crazy’ woke stuff is going on, but I really think that there is
something to be said for just ignoring it-just ignore it. We have more important
things to do. The more we pay attention to it, the more energy we give it. So,
just walk away and ignore it.
The challenge is that it’s reaching your children on the smartphone and the TV,
so you have to protect them from it.
Is there anything else on Culture that you want to say? There are so many
things happening. To tell the subscribers, Nina Heyn (Food For the Soul)
crisscrossed Europe – from Florence to Paris to Poland – going to the most

incredible exhibits all summer. She has been publishing. She just published a
new article on her trip to Paris. We will put a new podcast up about her trip to
Florence.
You know something?-the artists aren’t slowing down.
Farrell: I think that is truer in Europe than it is over here, but I think that it is
gathering momentum here. All that I can say is: I hope that people will look at
the arts as one of the extremely important areas that we tend to denigrate
because it doesn’t provide an immediate dollar.
It’s something that gives value to survival –to be able to create something
beautiful for beauty’s sake, not for a dollar or any other reason than just to do it.
Fitts: I want to mention that, in terms of culture, Cash Friday: Please use
cash on Fridays.
Farrell: I’m not confining it to Fridays.
Fitts: I’m using it every day; I’m using cash as much as possible.
Farrell: Same here.
Fitts: On our subscriptions, if you want to switch over to cash and coin, check
in with customer service. We are definitely trying to move as much that way as
possible.
Story #12: New Media Blossoms and Revives Print Media; Old Media
Shrieks, Entrains, and the Mind Control Divide Grows.
We did with the Doctors for COVID Ethics something called ‘The Gold
Standard Symposium’. It was quite impactful. They ‘swept up’ all the best
science and medicine that they knew at that point and presented it in a two-day
conference. They had an economics track that was very useful. They had
Richard Werner, who knows more about Japanese central banking than anyone
in the world, and they had John Titus and me. They had Patrick Wood on
technocracy. It was an amazing group of people.

Brian Gerrish from UK Column News put the whole thing on and did an
excellent job. Brian Gerrish started UK Column, and he corrected us as we were
doing a pre-interview. He said, “We’re not alternative media; we are the new
media, and they are the old media.”
I just loved that. From then on, I’ve been saying ‘the new media versus the old
media’. Something has happened in the last quarter or two, and that is that a
new media is rising. It’s so remarkable and capable, and they are such amazing
people. We’re not alone anymore. It’s like being part of a flotilla of arks, and
there are wonderful people ‘pouring in’.
I’ve been at two gatherings in the last six weeks of new media here in Northern
Europe, and it’s fabulous. Do you know what the most fabulous thing is?: They
are almost all publishing in print. It’s an enormous revival of print media. It’s
incredible, and they are distributing these papers everywhere and syndicating
them. It’s working; it’s going. Who would have thought?
Farrell: Well, me.
Fitts: You were right, and they all agree with you.
Farrell: It is interesting to watch this happen. I think that what it’s presaging
– and this is going to sound wacky, wild, weird, and totally ‘off the end of the
twig’ of speculation – is print media and art as social criticism. I think of Charles
Dickens’ Bleak House and things like that. He went to social problems with
laser-like precision.
Fitts: But he was enormously popular; he was a beautiful writer.
Farrell: He was a beautiful writer, and we are seeing the revival of print
media. What I suspect we are going to see emerge from this is something like
that kind of social critique in art again – something like Dickens. I really do
think it’s around the corner; you can feel it coming.
I think again of Eric Clapton and the song he wrote after he experienced
problems from the ‘quackcine’. That is just the beginning. I have bad news for

Mr. ‘Globaloney’: This is just the beginning.
The really interesting thing is that with many of these self-publishers like Lulu,
it’s going to take off. If Lulu goes the way of wokism, somebody else will come
along and start their own self-publishing business.
Fitts: It has taken off. What is amazing and the thing that I like about it is that
if you look at the new media, they are very interested in real day-to-day issues
and problems. The hard work of building a new civilization is not boring to
them. They are very interested in this. “How can we start a community
currency?”
They are very interested in home schooling; they are very interested in youth
education. All of the practical issues of getting from here to there, they are
‘totally into’. They are not bothered by it at all, and it’s wonderful.
Farrell: That is exactly what needs to be done. People have to start thinking
about the ‘nitty-gritty’ details of what needs to be preserved. The way I like to
think of it is: If you had but one book to take with you and one CD to take with
you to a deserted island, what would it be? In other words, we have to start
prioritizing.
Fitts: I know many subscribers have been inspired by you to build their
hardback library of classics.
There is no doubt that the old media is shrieking loudly. The mind control
divide is very serious.
I told you the story of Jordan Hayes, the 33-year-old writer who literally
bankrupted his wife, and they probably threw her out on the street. They had to
do a GoFundMe page so that she could survive. I can’t imagine anything more
irresponsible. He didn’t mean to be, but in the meantime on Twitter and social
media, he was lecturing people about responsibility. That’s mind control.
Farrell: That is mind control, and it’s the old media’s fault. What the old
media has become is nothing but a shill for technocracy. Their numbers are
declining; their ratings are falling ‘off the cliff’, and that is why. People can see

through them. They are not ‘media’ anymore; they are not ‘news’ or ‘journalists’;
they are only shills.
Fitts: We are still losing large numbers of people. I went through a process –
and you did, too – where I lost much of my family for various reasons. I chose a
path, and they wanted nothing to do with that path. You have to say, “Okay.”
Many people feel like they are losing their family or losing their friends. It’s a
terrible struggle. It took me many, many years to let go of the people who didn’t
want that path.
Farrell: It’s difficult to do, particularly if you’ve known people for a very long
time. There’s the old adage, “God never shuts a door without opening a
window.” That is somewhat where we’re at right now.
I think the rise of this new media, particularly with print media, is very
important. That tells me that people are starting to read books again because
they know they are not getting anything from the ‘propatainment’ media, and
they know that most of the ‘art’ that culture produces is nothing but kitsch.
They want some substance. That is a very, very positive sign as far as I’m
concerned.
Fitts: One of the things that I learned talking to some of the people in the
new media at the last conference that I went to was that several of the leaders
have stressed that you have to meet people where they are. We have reality over
here, but we have people here, and they are not yet in reality. You have to meet
them where they are.
I realized this: If I’m at a cocktail party and everybody is in the simulated reality,
I have to meet them where they are. But when it comes to risk-managing my
time and my money, I can’t be in the simulated reality. Otherwise, I’m going to
get ‘whacked’, and I’m going to lose time and money.
We have to be able to manage and bridge and navigate this divide. It’s not
either/or; it’s and, and, and.
Farrell: You have to realize that most of those people are functioning with a

very different epistemology. Really what we are involved in is not only a culture
war, but it’s an epistemological war. Most of those people are functioning with a
very different set of how they think they know things. That is part of the
difficulty of bridging that gap. That is one reason I am very encouraged by
people going back to the classics. You can’t sit down and read a Plato or an
Aristotle work and not be dealing with the question of, “How do we know
things?”
I think that is another positive sign coming ‘down the pike’.
Fitts: When I was a child we used to have a complete set – it was 20+ books –
of the Oxford English Dictionary; it was the complete set.
Farrell: I have the miniaturized version of it.
Fitts: We had the whole set – the 2 and the 3 . My parents were really into
dictionaries.
nd

rd

I finally broke down and got the one single big one. I said, “Before they
completely destroy it, I want a copy.”
Farrell: They are busily destroying it. I acquired my copy years ago. I got the
miniaturized photo-reduction version of all the volumes. So I have all of the
volumes, but they are very tiny print.
One of the most interesting things about that dictionary is its etymological
‘toolkit’, so to speak, that they put in it. You can look at the word roots and the
different meanings and so on. That is hugely crucial because what we see Mr.
‘Globaloney’ doing, particularly with the ‘quackcine’, is redefining what a
vaccine is.
Fitts: And Webster warned of that. When he made the dictionary, he said,
“They are going to change the Constitution by changing the meaning of the
words. Watch,” and that is exactly what they are trying to do.
We’ll get to the health issues soon, but I wrote that article in the 2 Quarter of
2020. I said, “It’s an injection fraud; it’s not a vaccine.”
nd

It’s unusual because in the last three months, I can’t tell you how many people
are saying, “It’s not a vaccine.”
One reason is that under law, a vaccine has to have a healing goal.
Back to this Unanswered Question about the war on divine, we have received
many questions and reports about the injections removing the soul or the
connection to the divine. I’ve gotten all sorts of reports of people seeing
people’s aura start to detach from their body or strange things like that
happening.
We had a report from a priest who took the injection, and he started to see faces
of the devil and all sorts of demonic things.
There is clearly something electromagnetic going on and something spiritual
occurring. I don’t understand what it is, but it is definitely making it harder for
the person who ingests it. Maybe it’s just poison; poisoning makes it much
harder to connect with the divine.
Is part of this injection a war on God?
Farrell: I absolutely think so. Essentially, to draw an analogy, people read Saul
Alinsky’s Rules for Radicals, and he dedicated that book to the original
revolutionary, Lucifer. Even for a hardened materialist who doesn’t believe in
any of those things, my point would be that when you compromise and invoke
the symbol, that will ‘screw you up’ in and of itself.
Fitts: It invites it in.
Farrell: So, look at the COVID injections. We are told that these are
‘vaccines’. Then we read the ingredients list, and I am still not entirely
convinced, but I don’t rule it out that they are putting human fetal aborted cells
into some of these vaccines.
Fitts: Look at the push to get late-term abortions in time to make these
injections.

Farrell: In time to do that, and they are also talking about post-birth
abortions, which is good, old-fashioned infanticide.
Fitts: Kennedy did a fabulous interview with a doctor and research scientist
who described that they had to wait until the baby was born to kill it if they
were going to get what they needed for the organs or the different research fetal
tissue and whatnot. She described it in detail.
Kennedy is very good at keeping a professional demeanor, but you should have
seen his face; he could barely hold his composure.
Farrell: I can imagine. If you invoke the symbol and participate in it, it will
change you, especially if you are cognizant of the fact that they are pushing
these ‘quackcines’ to tie them to a social credit system and a financial system –
the ‘B’ system, as you called it.
If you are willing to make that compromise, then you are opening the door
regardless of what the vaccine itself may be doing to you.
I’m not surprised that we are hearing of all these things happening to people.
I’m not surprised one bit.
Fitts: The tragedy is that if you don’t know that these forces exist, if you’ve
really been brought up as a hypermaterialist, and you open yourself up to them,
you are in for a ‘world of hurt’.
Farrell: You are. You told the story of your friend who was an atheist. You
said, “Just go pray anyway.” The friend came back and said, “My word, this
stuff really works.”
Just imagine the opposite of that; imagine if you are that kind of materialist, and
you don’t have any concept of real spiritual evil, and then you open yourself up
to it. What do you make of it? At a certain point, you are captured by it.
I will go even further. I would not be a bit surprised if in preparation of these
‘quackcines’ there were not rituals being done to heighten their effect.

Fitts: It wouldn’t surprise me at all. However, I will say that I’m convinced
there are different levels of batches. Some people are getting saline shots, not
real injections. So, there is a whole spread of what you are getting.
Farrell: I’m in that same ‘camp’. I think they have the batch numbers, and
they are injecting people with different ‘stuff’, and following the reactions of the
batch numbers. This is one huge human global experiment without consent.
Fitts: Story #13: Local Education, Health, and Economic Options
Expand with a Passion.
It’s very interesting because during the litigation, I realized, “I can’t go to a
doctor or a hospital; it’s not safe.”
Now everybody is deciding the same thing. As we said in Part I, we are
watching all sorts of local educational options including homeschooling and
new schools explode, and we will need an underground health system.
Farrell: I think we are going to get one faster than we can blink. With all of
these healthcare professionals refusing to take the jab and getting laid off or
fired, they are creating a pool of people who will create either a parallel heath
system or an underground health system, and it will be ‘cash on the barrelhead’.
As far as education is concerned, look at all the videos. You want to talk about
pushback, just look at all the videos of school boards where people are showing
up and absolutely yelling and screaming at the people who are supposed to
represent them.
Fitts: We had a great article this quarter. Corey Lynn wrote on how to talk to
your school board. It’s great; she did a great job. People were showing up ‘mad
as a hatter’.
Farrell: I know. I’ve seen some of those videos, and people are mad.
Fitts: There was a meeting in Utah where they voted the school board out
right in front of them. They got them all fired.

One of the things that we did in the first quarter – and the 1 Quarter Wrap Up
has gone to the printer, and we’re about to mail it – was a piece on how to do a
Solari Circle. I finally relented, and we brought up open source social media
software called Solari Connect. So, if you go to http://Connect.Solari.com you
can find this, and it’s a place for people to start circles – if you want to start a
circle in your place or you want to join a circle in your place. Ultimately, all the
subscribers will be invited in. I think we are up to about 300.
st

We’ve hired somebody to run that who is terrific. We are trying to help people
build circles in their place. It’s for people to find each other and to find likeminded people who can collaborate in their place.
We still have Subscriber Input where they can discuss topics. So, if you want to
discuss homeschooling with homeschoolers everywhere, there is a great forum
at Subscriber Input.
We try to encourage people to get together, but we realized that they needed to
get to know each other virtually before they got together physically. So it’s up at
http://Connect.Solari.com. Just leave a ticket of support if you want to go
through the process of joining. You have to join it separately.
I think it’s time; you have to find your ‘tribe’. I’ve seen many people in our
subscriber base move. A great number of people at Solari have moved closer to
you, Joseph.
It’s rather funny because when I settled the litigation, so many subscribers in
California said, “Aren’t you going to move to California?”
I said, “No.”
“Why not?”
I said, “No,” and now you are seeing some of them move to Tennessee or
where you are.
Farrell: Do you blame them? They’re stuck in ‘Nuttyfornia’ with all of the

‘goofy goings-on’ in that state. I don’t blame them one bit for getting out. The
taxes alone are reason to get out, but the ‘goofy’ policies on top of it – no.
Fitts: The same thing is happening with your members; your members do a
great deal to connect. I know you will have circles come over to your house.
Whatever you have to do to find your ‘tribe’, it’s so important. People will tell
me, “There is nobody like me; I’m alone.”
That’s not true; there are numerous people like us.
Farrell: It’s interesting. If you feel that way, pray, “Send me somebody who
shares a lot of my values or philosophy.” That’s the first step. I feel that way
right now.
I’m at least trying to do that. I don’t get out very much to meet people, but
eventually, that happens. Ultimately, like attracts like in human relations.
Fitts: Question #14: Education: Is moving education online using
Covid-19 a step to privatization and a corporate takeover of education?
Or does it reflect a concern on how to manage and educate orphans if
predictions about future deaths and disability related to the injections
come true?
They are destroying education completely.
Just when you think it can’t get worse, it gets worse. We are on our own when it
comes to education.
If you look at the tools we have, we don’t need their ‘stuff’.
Farrell: We do not; there is plenty of ‘good stuff’ out there.
My advice to people for education is, “Always stick with primary sources.”
Fitts: I couldn’t understand why anybody would want to go to a school that
would charge them $60,000 or $70,000 a year when it doesn’t have to cost that

much at all. It’s a joke.
But to think that you are paying them $60,000 to $70,000, and they are
mandating that you have to lockdown or you have to wear a mask or you have
to poison yourself, why would you pay somebody for that?
Farrell: I don’t know. It’s totally useless. We said that there is no more
representative government. The culture is over; there are only pockets of it left.
By the same ‘token’, we have to admit the fact that ‘quackademia’ is precisely
that; it’s ‘quackademia’, and no longer ‘education’. So why would you want to
expose yourself or anybody else to it?
Fitts: Is there any institution left in the country that is still legitimate?
Farrell: In the United States? I can think of maybe three: Hillsdale College in
Michigan, St. John’s in New Mexico, and there is a third that I can’t think of
right now.
Only for the sake of prestige, I would never send any of my children – if I had
any – to a place like Harvard or Princeton or Columbia. Those are just ideology
manufacturing places that are way overpriced for what you get. There’s no way.
Fitts: I had a client who wanted me to help their child that was just graduating
from high school. I went through with her what she wanted to do, and then we
did a taxonomy of all knowledge, and what knowledge she needed to get to do
what she wanted to do. We figured out that her best curriculum was really best
gotten by jumping from place to place – certain places to take certain kinds of
technical courses, and going abroad for a year here and there. We put together
something where she traveled around, and it was so much more economical.
She saved a fortune doing it that way, and she got a much better education.
Before we leave Culture, do you have any other thoughts? I’m very positive
about what is happening. The breakaways are breaking back in, but we are
breaking out.
Farrell: People are turning off the ‘boob tube’ in every way that they can turn
it off. They are distancing themselves from these corrupt institutions, and that’s

exactly what needs to be done.
Fitts: What I’m seeing that is so positive is they are repulsed by them. I’ve
been waiting for 20 years for this.
Farrell: I’ve been waiting most of my life for people to get repulsed at what is
going on. I saw this coming when I started Oxford University. The ‘rot’ was
beginning to set in even back then. Now it’s gone totally ‘off the rails’.
‘Repulsed’ is the word. When I taught college, I was nauseated by what was
passing for college level history or philosophy education. My experience was
that every single time I had an education major – someone wanting to be a
teacher – they were the most ludicrously stupid people that I had in my classes.
I was nauseated by these types of courses – the woke courses and the courses in
teacher methodology and all this ‘claptrap’.
If you want to blame something for the demise of ‘quackademia’, those are the
places to blame. Like you, I am glad to see people finally repulsed and nauseated
by what is going on. Just turn off the ‘spigot’ to Harvard and let them keep their
secret books and all that, and see how long it lasts. I’m very serious.
Fitts: I know you are. I think of you as a very serious scholar. What does it
take for a serious scholar to walk out of academia and become a casino
manager?
Farrell: I have to be very honest here, and I’m glad that you brought up that
topic. I do not consider myself a scholar, and I’ll tell you why. I know from
having been in ‘quackademia’, and having gone the full undergrad, grad, postgrad route how dramatically standards have fallen. Because of that, I was aware
at the time that the education I was getting – even at Oxford – was nowhere
near what it would have been 50 or 100 years earlier.
So, I don’t consider myself a scholar. This is what people have to understand;
the standards academically have collapsed that dramatically.
Fitts: I had a wonderful attorney from Dallas send me a book on the
curriculum in Texas in 1837. It was so superior to anything that the youths get

at this age now. It was really frightening.
Farrell: If you want a real eye-opener, acquire the old McGuffey Readers
from the 19 century and read what they were doing in the 8 grade in terms of
reading. It makes what we are doing now ‘pale by comparison’.
th

th

When I taught Russian history, I taught as an adjunct professor. So, I had no
control over the textbook I was forced to use. To give you an example of how
bad this textbook was, they said that Stalin was, “A great statesman.”
Fitts: You’re kidding me!
Farrell: I am not kidding you, it was that slanted ideology.
Fitts: This was college?
Farrell: This was college. I used the textbook as a foil for my own personal
comments and to get my students to see what they were subjected to in
textbooks. I finally managed to get that ‘damn’ textbook thrown out because I
raised so much ‘hell’ about it.
Fitts: I watched Dead Poets Society again where he has them open the poetry
book, and he makes them tear out the introduction and tear it up because it’s so
bad.
Farrell: I can’t tell you how bad it is. It is ‘off the charts’; it’s just so bad.
Now Oxford University has decided that sheet music is a representation of
colonial imperialism and racism and misogyny and all this ‘claptrap’, and I think,
“How the ‘hell’ do they expect Duke Ellington to write music without sheet
music?”
The quotation I was looking for before we started was a quotation by some
hyper-feminist authoress who was going after Beethoven and the 9 Symphony
in particular for being ‘the repressed rage of a patriarchal white male rapist’ or
something to that effect.
th

Fitts: I have to see if I can find this for you: Someone did a whole rant about
me on the internet. They posted this in several places.
Farrell: You know what you are; you’re a closet QAnon follower.
Fitts: It’s not coming up, but they were saying that I’m an ‘out-of-control
flaming feminist’.
Farrell: You? In addition to being a QAnon follower, right?
Fitts: For the people who don’t know the back story, when Q first started,
you and I were talking. I looked at it a little to try to understand what it was.
You said to me, “Have you looked at this thing called Q?”
I said, “Oh, ignore it; it’s only ‘hope porn’.”
So, you started doing these interviews. You and Daniel of Dark Journalist did an
interview, and you had an interview with a couple of other people. You said,
“Fitts says it’s hope porn.”
This caught on, and all the Q people started yelling and screaming at me, and I
received all these emails. I kept saying to the subscribers, “It’s hope porn. Stop
listening to it. Get off the couch, and get the right sheriff elected. Take real
action in the real world.”
It was amazing the people who fell for it; it gave them so much hope.
Farrell: It’s still going on.
Fitts: I know! For years, I’ve been getting yelled at about it.
Farrell: The rapture predictions will happen before any of these QAnon
predictions will happen.
Fitts: You have to remember that first I dealt with the dinar scam (Dinar
Gurus foreign exchange scam). Then I dealt with the Asian elders.

Farrell: The Asian elders of the dinar.
Fitts: Do you remember when we did that workshop in California? I was
reeling from my war with the wonderful people from the Thrive Market over
the Asian elders.
They had all come out and said that the dollar was about to collapse. Your voice
cracked when you said, “The Chinese have one aircraft carrier. They’re still
learning how to sail it! The dollar’s not going to collapse! Are you crazy?”
It’s frightening.
I upset them, and I apologized for upsetting them. I have upset many people
about thinking that the Q was hope porn.
After the last Presidential election and the January 6 protests happened, you
and I did an interview with Bernard Grover about the fact that we’ve been
talking for years about Q being hope porn and how it had turned out. That is
when somebody ‘jumped on’ Wikipedia and announced that I was a QAnon
conspiracy theorist.
th

It eventually got cleaned off. I think there were too many people who knew that
wasn’t true. But you’re right, it’s still going on. It’s remarkable that the most
talented, educated people believe it. Now there are new ones. It’s not only Q,
but there are some new scams going on. I don’t know what to say about it.
Farrell: I don’t either. It’s to the point where you can’t talk with some people.
It’s like trying to talk to flat Earthers or Tartarians or whatever. That’s another
one that ‘gets my goat’.
There is also this mentality that if you say one thing, people latch onto that, and
then they think that represents the totality of what you think. I run into that all
the time. I try to tell people, “If you want to know what I think, read everything
that I’ve written, and then tell me what I think.”
Fitts: Here is the thing: Most of what we would like to know we don’t know.
If you want to understand what we think, you have to understand what we think

we don’t know.
Farrell: This is one reason I’m so hopeful about this new media. It’s a sign
people recognize that they don’t know very much, and the reason they don’t
know very much is that they are not being told or given access to the real stories
or the real literature or the real art. People are waking up to that and rejecting
the kitsch. It’s high time.
Fitts: The other thing I like about the new media is that they like people. It’s
so depressing to listen to people who disparage and hate people.
Farrell: It’s all over the ‘propatainment’ media.
Fitts: Science & Technology.
Story #14: Invisible Technology Rules The World – How Do We Deal
With It?
This is the ‘drum that I beat on’ every quarter. I feel like invisible technology is
driving events, yet I struggle to get people to believe me as to its importance –
the importance of weather manipulation, satellite weaponry, or mind control
technology. We have all these invisible weaponries. Whatever HAARP is and
whatever HAARP does, we have all of these invisible things driving the military,
and the control or driving the mind control, yet I think it’s so hard for people to
fathom that they exist.
Farrell: Most people have been so subjected to materialism that it’s hard for
them to imagine there are technologies that deal with invisible things. You can’t
convince them. I tell people, “If you don’t believe me on the mind control
technology, just go do a patent search,” or, “If you don’t believe in weather
manipulation, do a patent search.”
Fitts: Or listen to the Premier from Alberta. Did you see that tape? I love that
one. It was on Money & Markets. The Premier of Alberta, who looks to me to
be a rather good guy, was taking calls from citizens. A citizen called in who
seems very knowledgeable, and she asked, “Why can’t we have ivermectin?”

Instead of answering her question, he immediately launched into marketing how
great the vaccines are and how everybody should get the vaccine. Then you can
detect that he starts to feel bad and guilty that he hasn’t answered her question.
So he says, “I want to thank the people who sent the rain. We need rain. The
farmers need rain. Without rain, all of the farmers will go down. So, we are very
dependent on the rain. But I want to thank the people who sent the rain.”
Farrell: The problem with the technology is this: I will tell you what my
scenario is about invisible technologies running things. I have a suspicion – and
it comes out of what you and I have discussed about the dark pools and the
algorithmic trading. I suspect that they have taken that type of programming
and expanded it to the point that they are using AIs to game out scenarios.
The reason a lot of things going on right now seems so ‘nutty’ is that these
people think, “If the computer said it, it can’t be wrong.” So, you have a group
of technocrats making their policy decisions based on what they’ve ‘gamed out’
and what some computer has ‘spit out’ from their scenario gaming. I do think
that accounts for much of the insanity.
Fitts: I agree, and I think that accounts for much of AI making decisions.
Farrell: They are making very dumb decisions if you get right down to it.
Fitts: Think of it this way: Imagine a body, and you have an AI in charge of
each organ. Each AI is going to make the smart decision for that organ without
respect to anything else that is happening in the body. The problem is that you
end up with 50 AIs, and they are all doing what is good for their organ. But
when you do it together, it’s a ‘mess’, and it will kill the person.
We each have an AI on us from Apple and Amazon and Microsoft. So, we have
thousands of AIs, but they’re not trying to optimize our happiness; they are
trying to optimize how many things Company A sells to us.
When you add the whole cumulative effect, the entire thing is insane; it’s
incoherent.
Farrell: It’s a multi-body problem, and they haven’t solved it.

Fitts: They’re solving it by tearing us up.
The state department sent out a survey to collect information from it’s
employees about their being targeted by nonlethal weapons. The targeted
individual groups, which I’m on their advisory board, sent it out saying, “I guess
these weapons don’t exist.”
Story #15: CRISPR and mRNA Technology and Incubators: Mr. Global
Wants to Own & Control the Gene Pool.
If you look at the impact of lipid toxicity, you are talking about something that
creates either temporary or permanent sterility. The thing that struck me when I
first heard about what it does to the ovaries is the scientist I was talking to said,
“Look, the thing that you have to understand is that this is not an accident.
They know this. They know that this is going to be the impact. So, this has to be
intentional.”
Farrell: We’ve already had reports of women who have been vaccinated
having weird menstrual problems and cycles. What I’m waiting for is when it
starts happening to men in some way, but we’re not hearing about it yet. For
some reason, they are quashing that.
If these things can affect female reproductive cycles, they can probably interfere
with male reproduction.
Fitts: I’m wondering if the goal here – and Israel says they’ve done it – is that
you can raise a baby in an incubator, including one in your living room. I don’t
know if you’ve seen the ads with an incubator in the living room.
Farrell: I’ve seen them.
Fitts: They think that from now on, the only children who come into this
world are genetically controlled centrally. In other words, they want all designer
babies. They don’t want God creating the children. They don’t want men and
women deciding who gets born and how. They really want central control of the
gene pool.

Farrell: That, and they also want to break parental bonding. What is a baby in
an incubator bonding to? Not its mother; that’s more inhumanity.
Fitts: Most people can’t fathom that it could be this ‘creepy’, and it could be
this ‘creepy’.
Farrell: It is already that ‘creepy’. The other part of it, since we are talking
about invisible technologies, is I have always thought – particularly with this
COVID ‘plan/scamdemic’ – that they are also looking for something in the
human genome. I don’t know what it is. I have my suspicions. They are looking
for something, and they are trying all of these things that, ‘for the life of me’,
makes me think of Nephilim in the Old Testament or the Anunnaki in the old
Babylonian texts. These are chimerical creatures that are part human and part
something else.
I think they are trying to bring that about again or they are looking for some
trace of it in the human genome. Why else would you have these ‘crazy
quackcines’ that are really nothing but experiments on the human genome? I
can’t figure it out, and I have no other explanation for it. It’s an esoteric agenda.
Fitts: There is an interesting book by Wayne Rohde. I did a book review on it.
I think he had a child who was vaccine injured. He started to research the 100
years of why they are trying to inject heavy metals into human bodies and what
it’s about. He came to the conclusion that it was some kind of transhumanist
agenda. It’s been very planned out for more than 100 years. One of his
questions is: If you look at the percentage of children who become
neurologically damaged in certain ways, and then the percent of those who
become idiot savants, do they have some kind of need to create idiot savants
that they are willing to damage a huge number of people to get them?
Farrell: That could be. I put nothing past these people. Dr. de Hart and I
wrote our transhumanism book, and what the transhumanists are laying out –
and I think of Ray Kurzweil and Joel Garreau who wrote another book about
transhumanism – and it struck us when we were writing the book, they are
trying to ‘claw’ their way back up that alchemical ladder. You have the
androgyne (ambiguous sexual identity) at the top, and then you have mineral

man, vegetable man, and animal man, which is us. They are trying to ‘claw’ their
way back up. That is an esoteric occult agenda. There are no ‘two ways about it’.
Fitts: One of the unanswered questions was:
Question #15: Science: What will be the long-term impact of the
corruption and destruction of scientific research and academic
infrastructure?
My vision is the breakaway civilization that is breaking back in has its scientific
research and academic infrastructure; it doesn’t need ours. So, ours is getting
wiped out. This means that if we want to have one, we have to rebuild from
scratch underground.
Farrell: I would go further and say that what has always bothered me – only
looking at the physics, which is kind of my hobby – is they are spending
enormous amounts of money building these huge ‘contraptions’. I’m thinking of
the large hadron collider in particular. They are building these huge
‘contraptions’ to maybe make a discovery here and there about a teeny, tiny,
little particle that is so small that it is nothing but a packet of mathematical
information.
I think there is, but my point is that science has become the science of the very
large that demands a large amount of money. I think the way forward for
science is that you have to start thinking small again, not in terms of big
corporate grants and so on, but rather funding independent research free of
universities, and funding the real research, and publishing it.
Fitts: Like what Bill Tiller did.
Farrell: Yes, just like what Bill Tiller did. There is so much real science being
done by real people. Dr. Tiller is one case in point. It’s not big money science,
and it’s not a science that is following a materialistic narrative. Tiller wouldn’t
even have done what he did had he subscribed to that cosmology.
We have to start looking for the alternative sciences and start funding them. In
doing so, I think that people are going to be confronted by the fact that there

has been a huge amount of suppression. Physics is off the chart, and biology is
another one. It’s unbelievable.
Fitts: This next question is one that constantly plagues me:
Question #16: Mind Control: How do we keep our minds free of mind
control technologies? How do we help others understand that such
technologies exist and are manipulating, addicting, and influencing us?
Farrell: I think the essential thing for people to recognize is that the brain and
the mind are not the same thing. There is certainly a link between the two, but
the mind itself is something immaterial and nonlocal. In other words, ‘mind
control’ is a spiritual thing. Once you recognize that, then you do have spiritual
weapons that you can use to ward that off. Prayer is one of those weapons –
asking for protection from that. Be very specific.
I pray a prayer every night before I go to sleep to protect and preserve me from
all evil. These are the exact words I use, “Protect and preserve me from any
source, quarter, reason, accident, ailment, affliction, evil spell, spirit, intention,
person, use of technology, or government policy.”
I do think that that has preserved me in many cases from some of these things
because this is a spiritual technology, just like these people who have taken the
‘quackcines’ and then reported all sorts of weird spiritual experiences. It is
spiritual.
Fitts: Question #17: Invisible Weaponry & Technology.
There is a long list of questions here which I’m not going to go into, but the
ones I think about the most are:
Do we have the capacity to create our own telepathic portals for global
‘travel’? And do we have the capacity to dramatically increase our
natural use of our full brain and other intelligence capacities?
To which I would answer, “Tremendous.”

Farrell: I do think that if you look at Coordinate Remote Viewing, you are
dealing precisely with an ability of the human mind to, so to speak, ‘travel’ great
distances. It’s a documented scientific fact if you look into it.
What I am more intrigued about – and we talk about this almost constantly in
my members’ vidchats – is the observer effect. Tiller gets into this. If you read
physics, it is usually confined to quantum mechanics, or the physics of the very,
very tiny. But what Tiller demonstrates is that, not only does that effect exist at
the macro level, but it seems to be amplified by a group of observers focused on
the exact same thing.
If that is the case, and I think Mr. ‘Globaloney’ knows this, then can there be
macro effects that come about by engineering a group consensus on certain
things? I tend to think so, and this may be one reason they are trying to
‘zombify’ the human population with all of these mandated injections. These
injections appear to be having some sort of effect on the ability of an individual
to function rationally in the world. They are trying to interfere with that group
observer effect for some reason, and I suspect the reason is that they are afraid
that people might wake up and turn it against them.
Fitts: I agree.
Question #18: Technocracy, Transhumanism, & Re-engineering the New
Man: Are we watching a process of removing the existing species and
replacing it with a new species whose genetic makeup and upbringing
are centrally controlled?
Farrell: I think that’s part of it. The question is: Why?
What’s interesting here is that they are tying all of this – it appears to me – to
climate change. In other words, climate change is factoring into this picture in
their thinking, and I have to wonder if what they are trying to do is create a new
species because they intend to terraform this planet for whatever reason. If they
are trying to terraform the planet and create a new species that can survive and
adapt to it, then why are they trying to do that?

Fitts: We know the magnetic electric field is deteriorating, and we know that
the oxygen levels are dropping. Does it have something to do with that?
Farrell: It may, but I don’t know. I suspect that they are trying to create their
new man because, in part, there have been papers by various scientists – and
I’ve blogged about some of them this year – saying that we are going to have to
fundamentally change mankind in order to go into deep space.
Fitts: That I’ve heard.
Farrell: I’m wondering if this is somehow related to their plans for space, and
if those plans include them coming here. I’m willing to entertain any hypothesis
at this point because what they are doing is so big in terms of its implications.
Fitts: Let’s turn to Space.
If you look at what is happening with the commercial space companies, we said
that they wanted to put the money into space and not nursing homes. Every day
I’m reminded of it.
Story #16: The Sub-Orbital Traffic Jam.
I’ve been saying for years that the greatest fortunes of the 21 century will be the
person who figures out the space debris problem. Somebody sent me a link to a
new company in Zurich whose business is space debris. You would expect the
Swiss to do this.
st

I said, “That is definitely a company with a future.”
Somebody just sent me a link to Starlink and said, “Do you mind if we switch
your satellite service to Starlink?”
I said, “Yes, I do mind. Let’s discuss this.”
They’ve been sending satellites up so ‘fast and furious’. I think we are going to
run into a huge traffic jam, and there is nobody there who is responsible to
make sure that it all makes sense and it works. So how is this going to work?

Farrell: Do you want to know what I think?
Fitts: You think that there is going to be a crash.
Farrell: No. One of the most intriguing things I read concerning the
privatization of space recently was a study out of the UK that was worried about
space piracy.
Fitts: Which supports our argument that they have the offshore havens in the
suborbital platform.
Farrell: Right. Now, stop and think about that; Pirates of the Caribbean go
suborbital. What does that mean? It means that, first of all, you have a
technology to go out and ‘grab & snab’, and it also means that you have a
technology that if you don’t want to grab & snab it, you can vaporize it and turn
it into microdust particles. You have all sorts of things that you can do.
What it tells me is that Mr. ‘Globaloney’ is worried that he cannot centralize
space.
Fitts: It’s true; he can’t.
Farrell: He can’t. He has many players out there. Some of them, they may not
even know about. I mean piracy – especially coming from the UK – has a
certain historical connotation.
Fitts: Yes, they made a fortune in it.
Farrell: They made a fortune in it, and they were not representative of any
nation-state. They weren’t even a corporation. So that little study really got me
thinking. The suborbital traffic jam, if you want space piracy, there it is. You can
go out and claim to be doing many good things and picking up a satellite or two
and all the data on it.
In turn – here it comes – that means that they will have to build big, oldfashioned suborbital ships of the kind loaded with numerous weapons to go out

and shoot the pirates. Get ready for it; it’s happening.
Fitts: Story #17: SPACs: The Space Based Economy Goes Public with
Little or No Disclosure.
I’ve asked Carolyn Betts to write a special report on this, and I’m hoping we can
get it done before the end of the year. The market share by the US listed SPACs
(Special Purpose Acquisition Company) versus all US IPOs (Initial Public
Offering) in 2013 was at 3%. It was 2% in 2014. In 2015, $6.5 trillion
disappeared, and it jumped to 12%. Then it was 16% in 2016. Trump
announced Space Force, and it jumped to 22% in 2017. Then it dropped down
to 19% in 2018. They passed FASAB 56 in 2019, and it jumped up to 23%. In
2020, it was 53%, and in 2021, it’s 59% so far.
So in January, there were 24 regular IPOs and 91 SPACs. In February, there
were 98 SPACs and 34 regular IPOs. In March, there were 109 SPACs and 42
IPOs. Can you imagine? So, these are all blind pools. The implication is,
“Investors are buying into it.”
I don’t think so.
Farrell: No, not to that extent, and it’s blind? There is your space piracy.
Fitts: Exactly. You issue the entities; you create a publicly-traded stock and it’s
sitting there with large amounts of cash. Then along comes a space company
that merges with it, and you change the name of the SPAC to the space
company, and now you’re public without having gone through the SEC process.
It’s a beautiful thing. And they’re going public at the ‘snap of a finger’ – space,
space, space.
Farrell: If they’re flying the ‘Jolly Roger’, there we go!
Fitts: They’re knocking these up like they are knocking up the satellites; the
satellites and SPACs. It’s remarkable because everything on the planet is secret.
Question #21: What is the moon? Do we have a colony on Mars? What is
the US doing about the International Space Station?

Now that we’re ‘on the ropes’ with Russia, how are we going to do the Space
Station or a new Space Station? What are we going to do?
Farrell: I’m with the Russians here. Back in the 1980’s, Sputnik Magazine
published a little article by some Russian astrophysicists who were seriously
proposing that the moon is an artificial object.
Fitts: I think there is a very good chance of that.
Farrell: I do, too, and here is why: On any model that we learned in school
about why the moon is there, there are two basic theories: Either it was part of
the Earth that broke off early in the planet’s formation and it ended up there
doing what it does, or there is the capture theory that the moon was something
wandering through space, it got captured by the Earth’s gravity, and there it is.
The problem here is that the fission theory makes no sense because there are
moon rocks older than the Earth. So, that is problem number one. That leaves
us with the capture theory. If you are dealing with the capture theory, if a planet
comes in and is captured by the gravity of another planet, it is going to end up
in an elliptical orbit. The problem here is that the moon braked. Someone put
on the brakes and slowed it down because it’s in a nearly perfect circular orbit,
and it’s at exactly the right distance from the planet.
During a solar eclipse, the corona of the sun is blotted out the moon, leaving
only the corona sphere around the sun. Tell me how all of this happens by
accident. And, by the way, it’s in an orbit that is so precise and exact that the
moon’s rotation on its own axis is such that it’s at the right distance to keep
60% of the face of the moon – the same face, incidentally – permanently locked
to the Earth. So even though the moon is rotating, we wouldn’t know it only by
looking at it.
In other words, the physics doesn’t work for it being captured as a random
object floating through the solar system. It had to have been braked.
Isaac Asimov wrote about this. Newton said, “The moon is the only thing that
gives me a headache.”

Fitts: I didn’t know that one.
Farrell: Oh, yes. “What is that thing doing there?”
The final problem here is that when you look at the other satellites of other
planets in the solar system, their moon in relation to the Earth’s moon is
gigantic. This is a double-planetary system.
People ask me, “Have you ever seen a UFO?” I say, “Yes, every time there is a
full moon.”
What’s it doing there? I think there is something very mysterious about the
moon.
On top of this, let’s go further. There are ancient texts in the Vedic Literature
that refer to a time when the ‘old moon broke’. There are ancient texts from
Greece that refer to a time when there ‘was no moon at all’. So, something is
going on with that thing.
You remember what I did at the Secret Space Conference in Bastrop, where I
pointed out that in ancient literature, the quarantine zone around the Earth is
often placed by many of those ancient texts at the orbit of the moon.
Fitts: Do you remember when we did this wonderful series with Clifford
Carnicom? He described the fact that there is an artificial electronic blanket
around the Earth, and it’s artificial; it’s not natural; it’s the entire Earth.
Farrell: There is too much going on with that thing that makes me wonder,
not to mention all of the strange things on the surface of it. That’s another
thing.
I think there is a good possibility that we are looking at something that
somebody placed there very deliberately.
Fitts: There was a wonderful director from Los Angeles who did a series of
three documentaries on the moon. I’ve looked for it, but I can’t find it.

He acquired all the footage. You get a picture from NASA, and you capture it,
and they made a mistake and let you see something that they shouldn’t have.
But it was all about the unanswered questions of the moon and the different
reports and different things that the Russians had said, and it was fascinating.
It’s one of those great mysteries, and I think it’s a very important mystery.
The other part of the question is: Do we have a colony on Mars?
Farrell: Do you remember few years ago the little Martian rover that NASA
landed on the moon? It went dead; it stopped functioning. This was back when
Georgeanne Hughes was still alive. We even did a show on this. The probe was
assumed to have had its solar panels covered by a sandstorm that had occurred
in that area of Mars, and it went dead.
Fitts: Was this on the moon or Mars?
Farrell: This was on Mars. Then about six months later, the little probe ‘woke
up’. Georgeanne and I were joking that maybe ‘Marvin the Martian’ came along
with some Windex and some paper towels and cleaned off the solar panels so
that the thing would work again.
There are all sorts of strange things going on in connection to Mars.
Let me put it this way: If you buy the alleged statements of Ben Rich, the former
head of Lockheed Skunkworks, he has alleged to have said some very strange
things towards the end of his life like, “We found the error in the equations, and
now we can take ET home,” or things of that nature.
I’m thinking, “What equations, whose equations, and what is the error?”
But it’s a strange thing to say and to have said. I honestly can’t rule out that if
we had been funding a black research project to the tune of trillions of dollars
since the end of World War II, which I think we have, that maybe they have
something up there very secret. It ‘ain’t’ reliant on chemical rockets.

There is too much strange ‘stuff’ about Mars; just too much.
Fitts: Do we have the technology we need to get to Mars?
Farrell: I think it’s possible. To give you another example of why I think it’s
possible, and I’ve mentioned this many times: DARPA and NASA came out a
few years ago with an announcement that they wanted to make the United
States WARP capable in a century. This is Star Trek. So, I think it’s entirely
possible. I’m not saying that I’m completely sold on the idea, but if you grant
the idea of hidden technologies, and if you grant the idea of a black research
project that has been going on since World War II to emulate UFO flight
characteristics, then I think it’s entirely possible.
On top of that, let’s go back and remember the Space Shuttle mission, STS-48.
That’s the one that was taken from the Space Shuttle Discovery. You can go on
YouTube and look at this video. You can see off in the distance these tiny dots
moving along the limbline of the Earth as the Space Shuttle is passing over
Australia and Indonesia. You have these dots moving in an interesting little
pattern.
Then up from the Earth is this flash. It’s firing at one of these tiny dots moving
along, and the dot then does a nifty little right-angle turn and shoots off into
space at what has to be at least 200,000 miles an hour.
NASA told us that all of this was ice particles. I ‘kid you not’.
Fitts: I want to be on the team that comes up with these stories. “It was a
weather balloon.”
Farrell: You can look at this video and see very obviously that you are not
dealing with ice particles, much less something shooting up from the Earth at
one of these things. So, I am somewhat in Richard Hoagland’s camp here. He
thinks that was a little demonstration, and that all of the dots were ours, and the
thing shooting at all the tiny dots was ours. If that is the case, then could we be
on Mars? Sure. Forget all of these little probes that they are sending up. That is
for show.

Fitts: If you just take the expenditure growth rate after Kennedy was killed,
and you realize that all that growth was dark, imagine what we are up to.
Farrell: It’s like I put in the Secret Space Conference: At the end of World
War II, they had a threefold strategic problem. They have communists and
Nazis out there doing whatever they’re doing, and they have a UFO problem.
They are worried that those UFO problems might represent a hostile threat. So,
they have to create a technological research project to, at least, be able to
emulate, to some degree, the performance characteristics.
Fitts: I want to say something that we didn’t say when we were discussing
Antarctica. If you do not understand the history of Operation Highjump, you
need to learn about it.
Farrell: That was another case of clear ‘hijinks’ because Admiral Byrd went
on the old Longines television show after he returned and gave an hour-long
talk about all their wonderful successes, and then he never said another ‘peep’
about it. His nephew was found dead under very mysterious circumstances
when he talked to the National Geographic society about his uncle’s expedition
down there. He was probably murdered.
The other interesting thing about Admiral Byrd is that either his brother or his
cousin, Colonel Byrd, was the owner of the Texas School Book Depository.
Fitts: If the ‘genie came out of the bottle’, I would ask for all the details on
what really happened.
Farrell: I think it’s entirely possible that there is much more going on out
there than ‘meets the eye’, and that would play into this problem of, “Where is
all of this money going?” It can’t be here.
Fitts: I’ll tell you that a great deal of it is in the underground bases. I did a
research project that took a deep look only at the underground bases in the US,
and that is a tremendously expensive infrastructure. Remember, it’s one price to
build an underground base. To build it and keep it secret is ten to 20 times more
expensive. The secrecy extremely explodes the expense. It’s quite remarkable.

Farrell: Then you have to connect them.
Fitts: Who says we don’t have highspeed rail! We have highspeed rail, and we
put a fortune into the infrastructure; you just can’t see it.
Food & Health.
I’ve been harping for years about the ‘Great Poisoning’. It took me a year of
trying to understand what COVID-19 was and what the injections were. Then I
realized, “Oh, this is just more of the same. It’s just accelerating the Great
Poisoning. That’s all it’s doing.” It took going through plenty of science and
medicine to understand it.
Farrell: And now they want to convert GMO food into vaccines.
Fitts:

We are going to get mRNA vaccines on our salads.

Story #18: Injection Mandates, Passports, & Medical Battery: The Great
Poisoning Accelerates Into the Unknown and Unthinkable.
So, we are watching a real push for mandates, and, of course, we are still in the
emergency use authorization. So, it’s not legal to mandate, but that doesn’t mean
they are not culling people – both with the mandates and the passports.
I can’t tell from the official statistics what the real percentage of people who
have been injected is.
Farrell: I can’t either. I don’t think that they are giving us the true numbers in
that; I think that they are inflating them.
Fitts: Certainly, they are inflating them in the United States.
Farrell: My question to you is a very interesting one: What do you mean by
‘medical battery’?
Fitts: I just heard that term. An employer mandate is medical battery. It’s
battery in the legal term of battering somebody.

Farrell: I think it’s possible that you are looking at another possibility, and
that is you are using people as some sort of power source.
Fitts: Sofia Smallstorm has written about the theory that part of getting the
heavy metals in is to set up the interface so they can use this as a power source.
Farrell: I asked about medical battery in that sense because when I read that,
the first thing I thought of was the Matrix movies. Oddly enough, if you look at
those movies, it’s a machine-run world by AIs with a small pocket of humans
living underground, disconnected from virtual reality. Humans are being used as
power supplies, they own nothing, are in a virtual simulation, and they are
‘happy’.
I thought, “Wow! That kind of medical battery would make sense, particularly if
they are running, as we both suspect, a global batch experiment with these
‘quackcines’ to see the different reactions.” It would make a lot of sense,
particularly if they are running a big observer effect, too.
They are committing medical battery to turn people into medical batteries in
that scenario.
Fitts: I can list the possibilities here. I think there are different batches and
different strengths. Clearly, one of the things they are doing is culling; they are
definitely culling the population. There is no doubt about that – particularly the
elderly; they are ready to get rid of them.
I hate to say this, but somewhere there is an algorithm, and the more expensive
you are to the system, the more likely you are to get culled. If your healthcare
expenses are enormous, you’re on the list. That is one possibility.
Another is this likelihood of sterility – whether temporary or permanent. It also
appears to be the desire to control the population. But if you look at the secret
ingredients, they are clearly trying to get some ‘pretty creepy stuff’ into us.
Under the law, you are supposed to get informed consent, but ingredients are
secret, and you can’t find out what’s in it. How can you have informed consent

with secret ingredients? You can’t.
So, the secret ingredients finally got to the point where one subscriber said,
“How do you know that’s really secret, and it’s not just a footnote to a
document?”
So, I wrote to the FDA recently and said, “Okay, on page eight, this 22% thing
that’s listed as B and 4, with the rest redacted, where do I find those
documents?” No response. So, I don’t know what ‘creepy’ technology is in here,
but something ‘creepy’ is in here, and I want to know what it is.
We’ve had some rather serious researchers through some of the networks we
work with look into what’s in here, and I would love to know what the Japanese
found, including the stainless steel. Why would you put stainless steel in a
vaccine?
Farrell: I can’t think of anything other than that they are somehow trying to
increase the electrical conductivity of the human body. That’s all I can think of.
Fitts: Back to your idea of the quarantine, they seem to be under some kind of
push to get 100% injections. The question is: How far are they going to go?
They are ‘walking into a wall’ now.
Farrell: At this stage, I think they’ve committed themselves to this narrative.
They’ve pushed so hard, and they have too much invested in it – even in terms
of public opinion – that they can’t back off. In a certain sense, they have ‘boxed
themselves into a corner’. I don’t think they will back off.
Fitts: If you see the reports coming out of Israel of what’s happened to that
population, which is the most vaccinated in the world, I see people who have
gotten two shots being asked to have a third booster, and they are feeling
betrayed. This was supposed to be a two-week lockdown to ‘flatten the curve’.
Then it was, “Take the injection.” So they did, and they were good sports. Now
you’re telling them that they have to take a third?
Farrell: The goalposts keep moving.

Fitts: If they aren’t going to back down on the injections, but the population
is now balking, what happens?
Farrell: I think they will literally try to force it. That’s when it really falls apart
on them. They don’t have the law on their side, they don’t have the people on
their side, and at some point, I think that they are cognizant of the fact that they
don’t have all of the military on their side.
Fitts: They’re doing their best to kill them.
Farrell: They are doing their best, but it’s not working.
Fitts: Our first unanswered question is:
Question #22: COVID-19 Injections: How many different formulas are
being distributed? What are the possibilities in terms of unidentified and
mysterious ingredients? What are the purposes of this material, as well
as the combination of blood clots, toxicity, and immunosuppression that
we know and indications of sterility?
The one thing that I haven’t mentioned is it’s clear from the lipid toxicity that
this suppresses your immune system. Ryan Cole, a pathologist in Idaho with a
large lab, said that he is sees explosive increases in cancer, shingles, herpes, and
all the things that your immune system typically holds back.
The biggest danger here is not that you get an adverse reaction or you get
shaking or get Bell’s palsy; the biggest danger is that you get fast-acting cancer
and die.
Farrell: I’m going to ‘crawl way off the end of a twig’ here with another
speculation. We’ve both entertained this scenario that they are actually running
several different experiments with different ingredients in these so-called
vaccines and using the batch numbers to track the reactions to it.
I suspect that one reason you are seeing the blackout of the secret ingredients is
that those redacted parts may, in fact, be stating that, “We are using this
concentration in this batch, that concentration in this batch,” and so on.

In other words, the secret ingredients are secret because there is more than one
type of injection. Pfizer has several, Moderna has several, etc. That is my
suspicion.
Fitts: One nurse told me that they were asking people when they were coming
in if they were vaccinated, but they were turning around. She discovered that
they could check with the government databases, and the government had the
names of every person who had been vaccinated, the date on which they had
been vaccinated, and they knew the vial. So, they had everybody with all of their
details in the database.
Farrell: That is more confirmation of the hypothesis that we are looking at
several different batches that are being tracked by the vial number. Absolutely.
Fitts: She was quite ‘creeped-out’ to discover that.
Farrell: I don’t blame her.
Fitts: The other thing I wanted to discuss was the mRNA pipeline because if
you look at the business side of the pharmaceutical industry, what is being said
is that the mRNA injections, “Are a wild success,” and now they are planning
on using them on a whole series of diseases, and it just happened to be the
diseases that will occur if you suppress your immune system – cancer, herpes,
and shingles.
So, this is the great poisoning all over again. You poison people, and then they
get symptoms of poisoning, and you give them more drugs to address those
symptoms, and ‘around and around you go’.
Farrell: We’re looking at the reason we had all those holistic doctor deaths;
they were all about prevention and therapy.
Fitts: And they would have seen and understood this. I think that’s the reason
they are trying to give so many doctors the injection. They are mandating they
get the injection because they want to move them out.

Question #23: The Great Poisoning: Why is there a great poisoning
underway in multiple areas? Why is there an ongoing global program to
increase the levels of aluminum, other heavy metals, and nanoparticles
or nanotechnology in humans? Is the push for Neuralink because
humans will be more intelligent accessing AI and easier to control and
integrate with robots, or because the elites want and need access to
uniquely human intelligence and consciousness?
You and I have talked about this this year. The great poisoning makes people
stupid; it significantly deteriorates the intellectual capacity. So, do they think
they are going to hook people up to the cloud and AI?
Farrell: That could be, but one of the interesting things in this Unanswered
Question is the presence of heavy metals, and you mentioned aluminum. I find
aluminum very interesting because of two things: One, there has been a
relationship between aluminum and Alzheimer’s. I had a friend when I was
growing up in Sioux Falls, and she always cooked in aluminum pans. Eventually,
her husband came down with Alzheimer’s. I use that as an anecdotal example,
but aluminum does somehow seem to interfere with the mental processes of the
brain, which I find very interesting.
If they are putting aluminum in these injections and people are reporting these
strange experiences, this may be one reason. The other thing I find interesting
about aluminum is if you look at the torsion physics experiments of Dr. Nikolai
Kozyrev in Russia during the Soviet era, one of the things that he discovered
was that aluminum is the only metal that actually shields against torsion effects.
Torsion is that rotational idea, which I find very, very interesting. So, there may
be another aspect to this, especially with respect to aluminum, that we don’t
think about or know.
Fitts: It was very interesting because we saw Chris Exley ‘booted out’ of his
university this year. He is the scholar who studies entirely about aluminum. He
published a new book on aluminum. Then – wham! – he was ‘booted out’ of the
university, and he was quite shocked. He didn’t expect it.
In fact, Kennedy gave him a big donation. The university refused to give it to

him, and they sent it back to Kennedy.
Farrell: If they are putting aluminum in vaccines – not just these, but others –
it might explain why there is such a vaccine-autism link as well. You are dealing
with a metal that scrambles metal processes, which includes emotional
processes.
Who knows, but it is poisoning people. This is everything wrong with the
Rockefeller kind of medicine: Make people sick, keep them sick, and then give
them expensive injections. It’s unreal.
Fitts: I keep feeling as though there is something here that I don’t understand.
Farrell: There is plenty here. They are keeping whatever the programmer
agenda is. They are covering it up by covering up what everybody’s secret
ingredients are. So, there is an aspect of this that we don’t understand.
Fitts: Here is the thing: If you understand what is going on, you can really do
a great amount to protect yourself from the great poisoning, but you have to
take responsibility, and you have to understand that you are in a hostile
environment.
Farrell: Right, this is a war.
Fitts: I’ve spent plenty of time talking with subscribers who are grappling with
spouses and children who are committed to getting the injection. If you look at
their reasons, they don’t make sense. It’s almost as though they cannot face the
great poisoning, and they don’t want to cope with it. Facing it will destroy their
hope in the future. So, they would prefer to pretend that it’s not real.
Farrell: I get that sense from the people I know who have received it. It’s a
kind of the ‘ostrich head in the sand’ type of mentality.
Fitts: Story #19: The Global Food Supply: Central Control of
Farmland, Water, Ag Production and Distribution, The War on Small
Farmers, Restaurants and Meat, Marketing Synthetic Food, and
‘Climate Change’.

These people think that they can make a large amount of money feeding us out
of laboratories. It’s true; they really do.
Farrell: Here is the problem with all the synthetic meat: It’s a processed meat.
I think there are enough studies out there now to show that meat does not have
the same nutritional value as regular meat. Surprise, surprise. This is the GMO
nightmare all over again. We are being told that it is substantially equivalent and
is exactly the same thing.
No, we don’t know the long-term effects on people who will have a steady diet
of this.
Fitts: The other thing is that there is an energetic reality to it. It’s almost like
they don’t understand the energetic reality. I don’t know if you’ve ever seen the
wonderful video that Ulrike Granögger made for the Future Science on the
Wave Genome, but they take a German researcher who did research on eggs.
He was able to show that, even though they were chemically the same,
energetically one was vastly superior to the other, which would make an
enormous difference.
One question that I’ve grappled with, and I’m just about to write something up
for a person who asked for this: Does the COVID-19 virus exist or not? My
attitude has always been, “I couldn’t care less.”
If you look at what COVID-19 was, it was a combination of many different
things in many different places. It’s talked about like it’s one thing, and
theoretically, that may be possible, but I see no evidence to suggest that what
was killing people in Italy was the same thing that was killing people in the UK,
which was different than what was killing people in New York and the nursing
homes.
Farrell: The fact that no one can cough up an isolated specimen of the virus
is interesting.
Fitts: There is some debate about that. Some of the doctors on the Doctors
for COVID Ethics say that they have.

Here is how I feel about it: I believe that we were dealing with more than one
engineered pathogen, as well as the annual flu. They had many different ways of
engineering and delivering those pathogens, and people are getting sick and
dying. I had nurses and doctors who were dealing with COVID-19, and the
question of, “What was it? A virus or radiation poisoning?” is interesting. Their
symptoms could be a couple of different things.
They are dealing with real diseases and real illnesses. If you look at NHS
(National Health Services) in England, most of it was euthanasia. Jacqui Deevoy
‘nailed’ that story.
If there is anything that Jon Rappoport has taught me, it is never one thing; it’s
always a complex phenomenon, but the PR is always one thing because that
keeps it simple.
I think COVID-19 is a concept, and it’s a political phenomenon, but the disease
that the doctors and nurses were grappling with was a combination of different
things. It could have easily included some kind of engineered pathogen coming
from Wuhan.
Farrell: I think that is a huge part of it.
Fitts: Right, but would it have to be a virus, or could it be something else?
Farrell: I don’t see why it would have to be a virus, no. This is my problem
with the whole virus explanation. It’s not really acting like one.
Fitts: If you read The Invisible Rainbow, it’s very much like the Spanish Flu. I
had people tell me that the only people who died in our area were the people
who got the vaccine. It was a big ‘kick-up’, and it was EMF radiation. So, it was
a combination of EMF radiation and vaccines.
Farrell: That could be, too; it’s a complex phenomenon. We are always
dealing with open systems, and that is what the narrative contradicts. The
narrative wants to make all of this a closed system, and it’s not that. If it were,
there would be many more sick people from this.

Fitts: The other thing is that in real life, they don’t like to engineer pandemics
with a virus because it’s hard to control.
Please, please, please invest your time and money in building a local food supply
and resiliency in food.
Question #24: Is COVID-19 Part of a Planned Genocide and Why? The
nursing home patterns and UK hospital euthanasia’s since March 2020,
as well as reports on the behavior of the spike proteins in the human
body, have caused some very credible scientists and doctors to indicate
that a planned depopulation/genocide is underway. Consequently, we
have to ask the question: To what extent are the COVID-19 injections
about installing a smart grid compatible OS into our bodies for the
Going Direct Reset and related surveillance, mind control, and travel
control, versus depopulation through lowering life expectancies or
controlled fertility or infertility. If biotech companies own the patent on
modified DNA resulting from an injection, will they own us and or our
children, and will we be legally subject to GMO travel boundaries?
We talked about the planned genocide. There is a shocking amount – whether
it’s the nursing home patterns or the hospital euthanasia – of reports of the
annual flu shot killing people. There is so much genocide underway. It’s hard to
fathom that we are living in a world with this much genocide.
Farrell: My question is: Are the numbers high enough to satisfy them? I
mean, is the genocide big enough?
Fitts: I don’t think so.
Farrell: I’m in the ‘same camp’ as you are.
Fitts: If you go to WorldOMeter and ‘World Population’ and click on the
world population clock, it says that there are 7,897,366,475 people in the world.
This year’s births were 105 million, the deaths were 44 million, and the
population growth was 61 million. So, you have double the births as you have
deaths.

Farrell: So, if the goal is population reduction, then this is a failed way to
accomplish it thus far.
Fitts: They haven’t gotten to the point where the births balance out against
the deaths, or are even less than the deaths.
Farrell: That’s why I said, “Thus far.” We are just beginning to see the health
consequences of these ‘quackcines’.
Fitts: I think if you look at the world’s population, so far today, we’ve had a
population growth of 215,000 people. I think they are trying to get that down to
a flat or negative number.
Farrell: Yes, but even bringing down the birth-to-death ratio to equivalence,
will that be fast enough to accomplish whatever depopulation agenda they might
have? I don’t know, but my intuition says that it’s not fast enough. If genocide is
the goal here, this seems to be an inefficient way to go about it.
Fitts: It definitely is. Maybe it’s because they are trying to ‘sneak up on the
herd’. If you hit the herd too far and too fast, they will back off.
Remember, at some point, they are going to introduce robot policemen and
drones that can function as automatic weapons, and then they have total
control. You don’t want to ‘spook the crowd’ before that. Once you have
passports, CBDC, and robotic policemen, you have total control. Not to be
inspiring here!
Farrell: I’m constantly amazed at how dangerous this game is that they are
playing because it can all blow up in their face at a moment’s notice. The one
thing they can’t afford is pushback, and that is already happening.
That’s not to say that things aren’t going to get ‘dodgy’, because I think things
are going to get very dodgy, but I think ‘the cat is out of the bag’ with just the
pushback on COVID. Bringing in any of this other stuff will make it more
dangerous.

Fitts: Let me bring in geophysical risks because this gets back to what Mr.
Global is so worried about:
Question #25: Sun Cycles & Geophysical Risks: What is happening to
the sun? Are we entering into a period of diminished sunspot activity?
What would that mean for our weather and economy? Are we
experiencing a new cooling cycle and at risk of a new ice age? Why is
Gates talking about blotting out the sun? Is the risk of a coronal mass
ejection (CME) real? Does Earth have a ‘Three-Body Problem’? Why
was there a pattern of civilization destruction 10,000 years ago?
We have Ben Davidson saying, “We are entering a new cooling cycle.”
I reviewed the book The Three-Body Problem this year, and there are some
people who say that we have a three-body problem, and that is why every
10,000 years we get ‘clocked’. Then we talked about the field deteriorating and
oxygen deteriorating. I have no idea what the geophysical risks are, but I think
they do.
Farrell: I think they know something based on Edward Dewey and the
Foundation for the Study of Cycles and all those very long-wave cycles that he
documented. It always intrigued me that you have representatives of big banks
in that foundation, Mitsubishi being one of them.
I suspect they may know something about geophysical cycles of this planet, and
for that matter, the sun, that they are not telling. I don’t know why. Maybe they
are afraid of a panic if they were to say something.
Blotting out the sun intrigues me, and I’ll tell you why: There was an event back
in the 19 century where there was a major coronal mass ejection. It took down
phone networks, telegraph networks, and basically anything that used electricity.
I wonder if they’ve figured out that we are about due for one of those things.
They can’t afford to let that happen. Why? Because they are moving everything
into the digital world, and one of those coronal ejections would take all that out
in a flash. So how do we protect ourselves from it? We have to dim the sun,
which is, of course, madness.
th

The flip side of that is maybe they want to tweak whatever the sun might do by
loading the atmosphere with quantities of heavy metals and increasing the
electrical conductivity of the atmosphere. I don’t know, but it’s some game they
are up to.
I think the final analysis is that they might be playing around with stellar physics
to show whoever might be watching out there, “Hey, look at what we can do.
We can ‘tickle’ our sun and get it to do all sorts of amazing things. We can
engineer on a stellar scale. If we can engineer on a stellar scale, you might want
to think twice about bothering us.” That is also ‘in play’ here.
Fitts: Story #20: On Our Own: Many Doctor Offices, Nursing Homes,
and Hospitals Present High Risks.
I have gotten so many stories of people being put in harm’s way by going to a
doctor or going to a hospital or going into a nursing home.
Going into the healthcare system in the United States, it’s like going into a war
zone. It’s a dangerous place, and you had better know what you are doing, and
you had better have advocates and people with you. It’s dangerous.
Farrell: I quite agree. I’m glad you put that in there because ever since this
‘scamdemic ‘broke out, I’ve been thinking about that. What happens if I have to
go into a hospital for something? It doesn’t have to be for COVID.
Fitts: If you have a car accident and you break your leg, what are you going to
do?
Farrell: I absolutely do not trust them. I have a personal friend who is a
physician. He decided to go ahead and take the jab because he needs it for work.
I told him, “You don’t realize how you are breaking trust.”
I won’t go into a hospital if I can avoid it. I’m even afraid of going to a dentist
because of all this nonsense. This whole thing has caused, not only a collapse in
science, but it’s caused a collapse in trust in the medical profession.

Fitts: I don’t think that the US medical profession will recover from this.
Farrell: I don’t either; it’s that bad. In reality, what we have right now is two
medical professions: The COVID people onboard with the narrative, and those
who aren’t.
Fitts: You have a group of doctors who are not practicing medicine; they are
practicing CDC instructions. They will do whatever the CDC says to do. They
get a printout, and they do what they are told. It’s robotic, and they are deeply
mind-controlled.
This is a problem throughout society. I don’t want to get on a plane with a
mind-controlled pilot, and I don’t want to go into a surgery room with a mindcontrolled surgeon.
Farrell: While we are talking about pilots, the people that you really have to
worry about are not only the pilots, but the air traffic controllers. And what
happens if they are messed up by these things?
I listen to an abundance of air traffic control material on YouTube, and in the
last couple of years, some of the conversations that you hear have become
almost insane. You hear some of the stupid things that are going on in air traffic
control, largely in this country. In addition to having to take the jab, you have
also ‘wokery’ going on.
Fitts: If you have a debasement of our intellect, if you have a debasement of
our education, if you have a debasement of our manners or habits, and if you
have a debasement of our general morphogenic mind, think of all the things that
can go wrong in every field, every practice, every thing.
Farrell: I said years ago when I was teaching college – and I was very blunt
with my students in telling them that things have been so ‘dumbed down’ in
academia – that this country is going to turn into a third world country because
people are not going to remember how to fix an airplane engine, how to fix an
elevator in a high rise, and things will get bad. When things start falling out of
the sky, it’s because we’ve been ‘instupidized’.

Fitts: I think that we all have to think about how to keep our minds if the
population around us is losing theirs.
Farrell: The most important thing is that we have to be in contact with other
people who haven’t lost their minds.
Fitts: Find your ‘tribe’.
Farrell: Yes, find your tribe.
Fitts: We’re going to move on to Take Action & Inspiration because even I
am getting depressed.
Farrell: That’s bad if you are depressed.
I don’t blame you. Things are getting that bad.
Fitts: Lately, I’ve been consuming a fair amount of information about the
adverse events and deaths, and it’s so gruesome. Let me go back and review: We
went through Culture, we went through Science & Technology, and we went
through Space, and Food & Health. All of these stories and unanswered
questions and headlines are in a TablePress that you can play with. They are at
http://OurMoney.Solari.com. You can use your Solari password to log in, and
it’s linked from the commentary. You can find it all there, and it’s a wealth of
information.
Let’s turn to the last part of Part II: Take Action & Inspiration.
Cash Fridays. One of the great inspirations for the last quarter for us has been
Cash Friday. We have had a lot of fun.
Let me see if I can find this. One of our subscribers is so wonderful. She made
up little cards, so now when she pays, she gives out these little cards. On one
side it says, “Cash cannot be deleted or turned off. Use Cash. Cash Friday.”
Then she has it in German on the other side, ‘Cash Freitag’. Isn’t that great?
She is trying to, not only pay with cash, but to encourage the merchant and

others to do it as well. It’s a way to pass it on.
The little video at the top (Solari page) is the story of how Mary Hollande came
up with the idea, and how we spread it.
In Take Action, we put up a list of links under Take Action, Begin Anywhere,
Coming Clean with ideas and information to help you get going. There are so
many things that people can do, and everybody is different. So, find out what is
a good use of your time.
The thing that I always stress to people is, “Clean that which doesn’t have
integrity out of your life, and start building your life around things that last.
Every day, every week, do what you can do. Stop the QAnon, and take the two
hours that you would be reading Q doing something practical that really builds
up your resiliency.”
Farrell: Hear, hear!
Fitts: We’ve put up many links to inspire that.
The most popular links at The Solari Report, if you look at the second section,
COVID-Related Letters, Templates, and Resources, are all of these forms. Not
everybody can afford to hire a lawyer, so we made all of these forms for people
to deal with their employers, to deal with their schools, for parents to deal with
the schools, the students to deal with the schools, and for family members to do
the Family Disclosure with each other.
Corey Lynn did a great thing on How to Challenge a School Board in 3-5
Minutes, and then she did a series for us on the vaccine ID passports-you can’t
stop something until you can see it. So we did that.
As I mentioned earlier, we have http://Connect.Solari.com. So, if you want to
find other Solari Report subscribers in your place to network and get to know
them and start working with them, there you go.
We’ve done a tremendous amount this quarter on food. Pete Kennedy is the
host of our Food Series, and he’s been doing great interviews. He’s done

several on what communities are doing – what one Montana legislator did to get
things turned around, what a group did in Maine to get things turned around –
so that small farmers really can run profitable businesses. It’s all about the
different legislation and community actions to make it profitable. We had had
Joel Salatin on, who is arguably one of America’s most profitable small farmers.
The third section is Solari Circles, Local Finance: Local Currencies, Local
Venture Capital, and Local Traded Equities. It’s for people who want to do
circles. I won’t go through all of them, but more and more, we are trying to
focus on making tools for everybody. We’ve remade the Silver and Gold
Payment Calculator. I keep telling everybody that it’s really simple. If you want
to start a community currency, just start using cash and coins, and here is the
calculator.
The calculator now operates in 150 currencies. It’s geocoded so that wherever
you come from, it’s going to pick your currency. If you want a different
currency, you can always change it.
Farrell: That is essential. I do think you are going to see that the harder they
push for Central Bank Digital Currencies, the inevitable backlash will be local
and regional currencies.
Fitts: We have to take the money back.
Under Gatherings, we launched Spiritual Science Academy with Thomas
Meyer, and we made all of our interviews with Thomas public. Then we
participated in the Doctors for COVID Ethics Gold Standard Symposium. That
was so inspiring. What a fabulous group of doctors and scientists.
We had a great meeting with the Children’s Health Defense here in Europe.
People from all around the world gathered for the celebration of Jason’s
(Bawden-Smith) life, and that is up at http://Jason.Solari.com.
We did a lot of sailing here in Stavoren, and it was so much fun. Remember that
we are prepared to sail you (Joseph) to Europe, and we will take you sailing on
the Ijsselmeer.

We had the Take Action Crowdfund, but because of the challenges with the
electronic payment systems, we took it off PayPal and asked people to send
checks. Our donations have gone to almost zero. It’s the one thing where I
don’t know how to encourage people to donate through cash or checks. We
really encourage people to do it directly, so I know that people are donating
directly and not through us, which is great. What is important is that these
groups get money.
I would encourage everyone listening or reading this to pick an organization to
support – your leadership with somebody local, or whatever you decide. Feel
free to look at the people we recommend. Every quarter in the Wrap Up, we do
a list of all our donations. There are so many great groups fighting for our
freedoms, and we need to support them. If you can’t afford to give them
money, you can pray for them. I really encourage that.
I see great leadership emerging all around the planet and it’s very exciting for me
to see it.
Farrell: It’s a positive sign.
Fitts: It’s very positive. So many people have a natural understanding of what
is required for a civilization to function. They are repulsed by what is going on,
and they’re leaving.
Farrell: We have to remember the essential thing that we all know from
history is that civilization began when animal domestication and agriculture
began. That is why the emphasis on getting your food supply and food networks
going is so essential. That is the core foundation of civilization.
Fitts: And it’s the core of health. There will be no civilization if you are not
healthy.
Every week we have a Hero of the Week, and then we have a Hero of the Year.
I have to tell you that all quarter long I was so inspired. Let me mention some
people. I hope you are going to ‘kick in’ the people who inspire you.

Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen Kilde was the Finnish health officer who did so
much to bring transparency to the targeted individuals and the invisible
weaponry. She was an amazing, amazing woman.
Dr. Michael Palmer and Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi are two of the key leaders in
Doctors for COVID Ethics. They’ve been right again and again and again. They
warned about the spike protein, the clotting, about the lipid toxicity, and about
the immune suppressant factor, and they’ve been right. They are very careful
and very thorough. They won’t speculate. Dr. Palmer has written a whole series
of affidavits for all of the lawyers who are filing cases – both in the US and
Europe. He’s now brought a lawsuit against the University of Waterloo with
Rocco Galati and Children’s Health Defense on the employer mandates. If you
look at what he’s doing, he is one of the smartest persons I’ve ever known.
Unbelievable.
Dr. Astrid Stückelberger is just amazing. She came and met with me in Europe
when we had the meeting for the Swiss subscribers. Her interview for Planet
Lockdown, outing the ‘who’ was amazing.
Dr. Charles Hoffe is a family physician in British Columbia. The regulators
came after him because he started warning about the vaccinations. He is the one
who has everyone taking D-dimer tests, and it’s great. This man has incredible
integrity, and he has been a big inspiration in Doctors for COVID Ethics.
Patrick Wood, of course, you know from Technocracy News. He’s been
warning people for years about technocracy now, and it’s all coming true.
Brian Gerrish is the head of UK Column. He did such a great job on the
Doctors for COVID Ethics Symposium.
Dr. Dan Stock was the doctor who showed up at his Indiana school board and
read them the ‘riot act’.
Farrell: I saw that! That was great!
Fitts: Peggy Hall is a woman in California who is a ‘vacuum cleaner’ of ideas
on how to stop masks and how to stop mandates. She is amazing.

One of the great men of this year is Dr. Vladimir Zelenko. I don’t know if
you’ve watched any of his speeches, but he’s unbelievable. He’s the one who
first figured out hydroxychloroquine and got it to Trump. He is an Orthodox
Jew from New York, and he gave a presentation to the Jerusalem Health
Ministry to three people sitting in Jerusalem. Dr. Zelenko read them the ‘riot
act’ about what was really happening and what to do about it.
These people were all looking at their shoes, being very sheepish. They were the
people who are doing the vaccine holocaust. One person finally admitted that
he had gotten COVID, and that he had cured himself by taking
hydroxychloroquine, and Dr. Zelenko went ballistic. He said, “How dare you
cure yourself with something that you deny to the Israeli people.”
He ‘flipped out’ and read the man the riot act. I thought, “This man is so
courageous.”
Ed Asner was the actor whose contributions to the 9/11 truth were incredible.
He agreed to narrate some of the documentaries. For someone of his status to
do that was very courageous. In fact, someone unsubscribed from The Solari
Report because they said that he was a communist and that I had been
infiltrated.
Farrell: Ed Asner a communist?
Fitts: Yes, he was a member of the Democratic Socialist Party. So, this person
couldn’t tell the difference between a communist and the Democratic Socialist
Party.
I said, “No man who made that much money and gave away that much money
could possibly be a communist.”
Farrell: Communists keep their money.
Fitts: But they don’t make any money. Ed Asner was very, very successful.
Dr. Meryl Nass is a family physician from Maine who became one of the great

experts on the Anthrax vaccine. She knows more about the FDA process. She
has now been advising Kennedy and the Children’s Health Defense. Every time
the FDA has a meeting, she will live blog it.
She was the one who figured out the little game that they played with the Pfizer
full approval that turned out to be ‘kind of’ fake. She is the go-to person for this
whole world trying to figure out what in the world the FDA just did and what
they are up to. She is very generous and very capable. She is a remarkable
woman and a remarkable doctor.
Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich is another incredible person. When
Biden came out with the mandates, this man had stopped the mandates in
Tucson in Pima County, and came out with a 40-page opinion on why the
mandates were unconstitutional. It was excellent.
So, Biden came out with the Federal mandate at a press conference, but there is
no paper. He has asked the Department of Labor to come up with an
emergency rule, but they haven’t published anything. So here is the Arizona
Attorney General with a brilliantly well-written and well-reasoned 40-page
opinion, and here is the President of the United States who has nothing.
Mayor Craig Shubert of Hudson, Ohio, is someone I told you about. He is the
man who went to the school board and said, “You have two choices: You can
resign or be prosecuted for child pornography.”
Then, of course, the most courageous woman of America this year is Lt.
Colonel Theresa Long. She is a flight surgeon at Fort Rucker in Alabama. What
an amazing woman! I’ve put the link up on the website with her affidavit.
There has been a considerable number of other whistleblowers who have done
amazing things. To mention one of them, Deborah Conrad, who was on the
Highwire. She explained exactly how her hospital stopped the VAERS
reporting. I’ve mentioned a couple from here. There was an ethics professor
who explained why she refused the vaccine even though she was dismissed, and
it goes on and on.
A big one for us, of course, is Nina Heyn. She was running around the world

this summer and all over Europe. She went to all of the great exhibitions and
wrote about them and sent us wonderful ‘eye candy’.
Did you ever read my post at Solari.com called Welcome to Spooney World?
Go to Solari.com and enter ‘Spooney World’. I’ll put this in the link. This is one
of my favorite things. There is an artist near me in Friesland; he is in Workum. I
was walking down the street, and I came upon a store; it was the Spooney
World factory. As a child, he had to play alone, and he made figures out of his
spoons.
One thing led to another, and he made all these characters. So, I have the
Spooney Liberation Tank. Let me hold it up; it pivots (on the Solari website).
Along with Jason’s celebration, many people have gotten Jason knights from
Spooney World.
You can see in the top picture the Red Cliffs in Friesland. In Friesian, it says,
“Better dead than slave,” and it commemorates the victory of the Friesians in
1345 against William of Orange.
So, I find this artist’s artwork takes you out of your everyday existence and
reminds you that our world is magical. There is an energy of it that shifts you
into that ‘higher mind’. You can link to his website.
Spooney World has been a tremendous inspiration for some of our networks.
To couple of people who were locked down in Australia, we sent them Spooney
Worlds. They all got Spooney World knights. Let me see if I can send you a
picture of my Jason knight. I’m going to pick it up later.
Farrell: That’s clever!
Fitts: I really enjoy his artwork.
Farrell: They are lighthearted.
Fitts: Yes. I’m not a protestor. I don’t go out and protest, but we had many
great protests. The French are really good at it.

Farrell: They have it down to a fine art.
Fitts: I’ve been really impressed. I don’t think there have been many protests
in the US, have there?
Farrell: No, other than people showing up wherever Biden goes to boo him.
But I don’t think it’s because there isn’t a protest atmosphere, but I think it’s
that people realize that protesting is not going to do anything. They are gearing
up for the real ‘stuff’. That is my impression.
We’ll see if time bears that out, but that is my impression.
Fitts: The other thing I put on the inspiration page was the New Media list.
This is the new media that added a great deal of value this quarter. I have many
you know, but one who was really special this quarter was CJ Hopkins. CJ
Hopkins came with Oval Media to Stavoren and spent three days filming. We
just talked for three and a half days. It was amazing. We also went sailing. I’m
hoping in the 3 Quarter Wrap Up to have all the pictures, and I’m waiting for
them.
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There was plenty of talk about the culture and what we do to support the
culture. He’s a playwright; he is really working with people. He hasn’t given up
trying to break through the mind control. He’s the person who wrote The
Covidian Cult.
I would love to get the two of you in a room together; I would love to find a
way to do that. He lives in Berlin. We will have to talk you into sailing to
Europe.
Farrell: Well, I ‘ain’t’ flying!
Fitts: I’m getting very nervous about safety issues.
Farrell: You know me and flying. I gave that up after my last return from
England, and I haven’t flown since. I have the same concerns that you do,
especially now.

Fitts: That’s it for Inspiration. Now it’s your turn. What has inspired you in
the last quarter?
Farrell: Mostly, it’s a general thing; it’s not any one particular person. It’s the
general feel that people are waking up and are not putting up with any more
‘BS’. The school board videos that I’ve watched, the mayor who you talked
about – it’s a general thing. That has been the most encouraging thing to me.
Plus, I find the actual pushback from some of these governors who are standing
up and saying, “No, we’re not doing that,” to be inspiring. I think that we need
much more of that.
Another thing that inspired me was when my local mayor declared that he was
not running for a third term-good riddance to the guy.
I told you what happened. The city council here was going to vote for another
mask mandate. A couple of days later, we heard on the news that Mayor so-andso has met with local Republican leaders. The next day, the city council didn’t
pass a mandate but passed a resolution saying, “You should wear your masks.”
Then the day after that, the mayor said that he wouldn’t run for a third term. I
think he was informed about the way things were.
Fitts: We don’t do that here in the Heartland; that’s not how we do it.
Farrell: That’s right; that was encouraging to me. That means that I can go
shopping for groceries and not have to wear a face mask and all that nonsense –
which I didn’t anyway. I wore a face shield that was open at the sides. I would
always get at least one person sneering and commenting, “That’s not going to
stop the virus,” and I would say, “Neither is that. You might as well be wearing
a chain link fence.”
Fitts: Before we close, I want you to know that at http://Jason.Solari.com,
which is where we put our celebration for Jason Bawden, we put up something
called ‘Jason 3021’, which is a back casting that I want to do towards the end of
next year.
I’ll read you part of it:

Please join us in the invention room. Come with us in your imagination
into the distant future. It is 1,000 years since Jason Bawden’s passing in
July 2021.
The Solari members have built a thriving intelligence network that
supports advanced human civilization. At its heart is a university, a library,
and a cathedral – the trinity upon which wisdom and scholarship thrive –
supported by publishing efforts in pods and nodes throughout the known
world – including other planets where humans have established colonies.
We begin with Jason Bawden’s message to us in 3021 of how we
imagined, inspired, struggled, and built through the generations to arrive at
this place.
My plan going forward is to think 1,000 years into the future and say, “How do
we build a really great human civilization?” That is what I want to work on. I
will not participate in most of the things going on right now.
Farrell: I did something similar on my website forum; I asked the members
of the website, “If you were to draw up a petition for redress of grievances for
the government, what would it include?”
I had some very interesting responses. One individual brightly pointed out,
“Why bother to petition the government since we are still under the Patriot Act
and all this stuff?” He has a point.
It’s very interesting what people have been saying in terms of specifics. They are
pointing out the things that you and I have discussed over and over again. My
intention in doing that was very similar to your intention with the ‘Jason 3021’.
It gets people to think specifically about what has gone wrong, what needs to be
fixed, and where we go in order to fix it.
I’m trying the same types of experiments. We have to get out of the mentality of
thinking in terms of glittering generalities. We have to get out of this mode of
thinking, “We just need to observe the Constitution,” or, “We just need to do
this.” No, we need specifics: These are the problems, this is where we are, and
this is how we deal with them.

I’m fully onboard with any exercise like that because we will have to. That is the
bottom line; we are going to have to.
Fitts: One of the big things – and I would say this to everybody who has a
large amount of money they’ve made in crypto or anything else – the people
leaving their place of employment because of mandates is our army. We need to
finance them into new enterprises that build the kind of world we want.
I’m a ‘people investor’; they are an opportunity. How do we get them reengaged
and doing things that build the world we want to live in? Let’s find a way to
finance our army into the future. That is what I think.
Well, we ‘done gone through’ all the material.
Farrell: We did it again.
Fitts: Let’s look forward to the next quarter. This is the 3 Quarter Wrap Up.
The next one will be the Annual Wrap Up.
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Farrell: This year has gone by so quickly – just like that!
Fitts: Yes, and this quarter is going to be fast. I feel that it could go many
different ways. I think that if ever there was a time to lay low, this is it. Not that
I can say that I’m going to be laying low in the fourth quarter, but I am very
concerned about how much of our time could be ‘eaten up’ by surprise events.
Farrell: I am, too. I fully expect they are going to try something, and I fully
expect that it will fall ‘flat on its face’.
Let me put it this way: The emails and articles and comments I’m getting from
my readership is that everyone is expecting something, and no one is going to
believe it when it happens.
Fitts: The second coming?
Farrell: It could be anything. The point that I’m trying to make is that people

are so fed up with narratives and not having a government that represents them.
On and on we could go; it’s going to be an interesting quarter.
Fitts: We could take it back, or we could build our underground economy.
Farrell: People are already doing that. I think it will increase. I don’t see any
way out of this impasse right now. The confrontation is going to increase and
keep increasing. It will get very ‘bumpy’.
Fitts: Sometimes the infection has to rise to the surface.
I know you don’t want to hear this, but you are a huge inspiration for me. I get
great strength and great insight; that’s what I get. I listen to you and think, “I
would never have thought of this.”
Farrell: Thank you. You are to me too, and I can tell you that you certainly
are to my website members. Every time they know that a Quarterly Wrap Up is
coming, I get emails, “Is the Wrap Up out yet?”
Fitts: I thought that it would be great if we could take our draft of all the
stories and questions and put it up in some form where people could both add
and vote for what they most want to hear about.
Farrell: That is a good possibility. I think they would like that.
Fitts: I think so, too.
Farrell: I started doing that with the third vidchat I started this year. I’m
doing three a month now, not just two. I call it the ‘short format vidchat’ where
people actually post their questions and comments. The comments are before
we do the vidchat so that other people can see what is coming up. So far, it
seems to be successful.
There is a way to do it if you decide to do that.
Fitts: You have a great group. For anybody who hasn’t visited Giza Death
Star, you have to go check it out.

Farrell: It’s a very diverse group of people.
Fitts: It’s a brilliant group of people; they are so smart.
Farrell: Yes, they are. I have a philosophy professor who just earned his PhD.
Talk about a ‘sharp tack’! In fact, he was the one who made the comment about
being under the Patriot Act, “So what’s the point in redress of grievances.”
It’s a very smart group of people, and their interests are ‘all over the board’.
They are very diverse; they cover the whole spectrum culturally, politically, and
everything else.
Thank you for having me back, Catherine.
Fitts: Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for joining us for the 3 Quarter
Wrap Up: News Trends & Stories. We will be doing the Equity Overview and
then Taxation with Carolyn Betts.
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Joseph, thank you again. Have a wonderful evening.
Farrell: Thank you, Catherine.

